The aim of this paper is to compare three efficient representations of the position automaton of a regular expression: the Thompson ε-automaton, the ZPC-structure and the F-structure, an optimization of the ZPC-structure. These representations are linear w.r.t. the size s of the expression, since their construction is in O(s) space and time, as well as the computation of the set δ(X, a) of the targets of the transitions by a of any subset X of states. The comparison is based on the evaluation of the number of edges of the underlying graphs respectively created by the construction step or visited by the computation of a set δ(X, a).
Introduction
An efficient implementation of nondeterministic finite automata (NFA's) computation is based on two main features: the data structure to represent the NFA and the process to compute the set δ(X, a) of the targets of the transitions by a of an arbitrary subset X of states. In the general case, the δ(X, a) sets are independent a priori and the NFA is memorized by a table whose (q, a)-entry is the set δ(q, a). The computation of any δ(X, a) set can be deduced from the transition table. The complexity of a NFA is therefore generally measured by the size of its transition table, i.e. by the number of transitions.
For instance, the number of transitions of an arbitrary n-states NFA over an alphabet Σ is bounded by |Σ|n 2 . If E is a regular expression of alphabetic width n the number of states in the position automaton [7, 10] of E is equal to n + 1 and the number of transitions is bounded by n 2 ; on the other hand, the common follow sets automaton [9, 8] of E has O(n) states and O(nlog 2 (n)) transitions.
According to this usual definition of NFA's complexity, the position automaton of a regular expression of alphabetic width n has the same O(n 2 ) complexity as an arbitrary automaton, whereas the common follow sets automaton has an O(nlog 2 (n)) complexity. However, this classical definition does not take in consideration the specific properties which allow to provide a more efficient implementation of some NFA's families. This is the case when the NFA is obtained from a regular expression: the syntactic structure of the expression induces dependencies among the δ(X, a) sets. Thanks to this property, a shared representation of the information can be designed, which leads both to save memory space and to speed up the process to compute the δ(X, a) sets. For instance, the position automaton of an expression of alphabetic width n can be implemented with an O(n) space and time complexity, leading to an O(n) computation of any δ(X, a) set [2, 5, 14, 11] .
In this paper we examine three representations of the position automaton yielding a linear complexity: the Thompson ε-automaton [12] , the ZPCstructure [14, 11, 4] , and an optimization of the ZPC-structure, the F -structure. We explain the relationship between these structures and compare the number of elementary operations involved by their construction and by the computation of the δ(X, a) sets. Notice that the relationship between the position automaton and the Thompson ε-automaton has been studied in [6] ; our approach is a more algorithmic one: in particular, the Thompson ε-automaton is compared to other linear representations rather than to the position automaton itself.
In order to deepen the comparison, some assumptions are made concerning input regular expressions. These hypothesis are presented in the following section. In Section 3, we recall the definition of the position automaton and the complexity of the computations performed on its table. Section 4 is devoted to the ZPC-structure: we present an inductive definition of this representation, and give an accurate analysis of its complexity. The construction of the Thompson ε-automaton is recalled in Section 5. Section 6 provides a comparison between the ZPC-structure of an expression and its Thompson ε-automaton, based on the fact that the state graph of the ε-automaton can be deduced from the syntax tree of the expression. The F -structure and its complexity are described in Section 7. In order to provide a visual comparison of the various constructions, the figures have been gathered in Annex A.
Hypothesis
The complexity of a regular expression is generally measured by its size s, i.e. the length of its prefixed form, or by its (alphabetic) width w, i.e. the number of occurrences of alphabet symbols. An arbitrary regular expression, such as the argument of a pattern matching command, may contain an arbitrary number of empty set, empty word and Kleene star operator occurrences. Its complexity should be measured by s, which may be arbitrarily greater than w. It is the reason why the complexity of the structures we study are firstly given w.r.t. s. In practical applications, it is profitable to preprocess the input expression in order to reduce the number of empty set, empty word and Kleene star operator occurrences. We define reduced expressions and show that they have linearly dependent size and width.
Definition 1 A regular expression E is said to be reduced if it is such that:
1. Either E is the expression ∅ or E contains no occurrence of the empty set.
2. Either E is the expression ε or the empty word only occurs in subexpressions F + ε or ε + F , with F = ε ('+' is denoted by '+ ε ' in these expressions).
3. Two consecutive operations in E cannot be both either an ' * ' or a '+ ε ' operation.
Proposition 1 Let E be a regular expression of size s and width w . It is possible to construct a reduced regular expression E equivalent to E , of size s and width w, such that:
The expression E is deduced from E in O(s ) space and time.
2. The expressions E and E have an identical width: w = w .
3. If E = ∅ and E = ε, then E is such that:
(a) The overall number of '·' and '+' operators is equal to w − 1.
(b) The overall number of ' * ' and '+ ε ' operators is bounded by 2w − 1.
(c) The overall number of '·' et ' * ' operators is bounded by 3w − 2.
(d) The size of E is such that: 2w − 1 ≤ s ≤ 6w − 3. The lower bound is reached when there is no occurrence of the empty word in E and no occurrence of the ' * ' operator. The upper bound is reached when there are 2w − 1 occurrences of the empty word in E.
The Thompson ε-automaton and the ZPC-structure are known to be linear structures w.r.t. s since their construction and the computation of δ(X, a) sets are space and time linear. If the input expression is a reduced one, the complexity can be expressed w.r.t. w and thus made more precise. Moreover, a detailed implementation will be provided for each structure, in order to obtain an exact measure of the space. Lastly, the number of elementary operations will be bounded under the following assumption: Hypothesis H 1 : The number of elementary operations to construct a structure (resp. to compute a δ(X, a) set) is proportional to the number of created (resp. visited) edges. • N ull(E) = {ε} if ε ∈ L(E) and ∅ otherwise,
• the set F irst(E) of symbols matching the first symbol of some word in L(E),
• the set Last(E) of symbols matching the last symbol of some word in L(E),
• the sets F ollow(E, x) of symbols following x in some word of L(E), ∀x ∈ Σ.
Now, let E be a regular expression over Σ. If a is the j th occurrence of a symbol in E, a j is the position associated to a. The set of positions of E is denoted by Pos(E). The linear expression deduced from E by substituting each symbol by its position is called the linearized version of E and is denoted by E. Let h be the mapping from Pos(E) to Σ such that h(x) is the symbol related to the position x. For instance, let E = a·(a+b)+(a+b)·(ε+b). We have:
The sets of positions associated to E are straightforwardly deduced from the sets of symbols associated to E: N ull(E) = N ull(E), F irst(E) = F irst(E), Last(E) = Last(E) and, ∀x ∈ Pos(E), F ollow(E, x) = F ollow(E, x). Notice that the second argument of F ollow(E, x) is a position when E is an arbitrary expression and is a symbol when E is a linear expression. Finally, the position automaton P E of E is deduced from these sets as follows.
Definition 2
The position automaton of E, P E = (Q, Σ, I, F, δ), is defined by:
• Q = Pos(E) ∪ {0}, where 0 is not in Pos(E),
• δ(x, a) = {y | y ∈ F ollow(E, x) and h(y) = a}, ∀x ∈ Pos(E), ∀a ∈ Σ.
In the following, an expression E such that N ull(E) = {ε} is said to be nullable. Let us notice that, in a position automaton, for all state y, the label of each transition going into y is equal to h(y): the position automaton is said to be homogeneous.
Recursive computation of the position sets
The sets N ull(E), F irst(E), Last(E) and F ollow(E, x) can be computed according to recursive formulas similar to the following ones, which hold for the case E = F · G:
Complexity
The complexity of the position automaton is the following. The size of the table is bounded by w(w + 1). A direct computation of the F ollow(E, x) sets is in O(w 2 ) time, hence an O(w 3 ) construction of the table. The computation of δ(x, a) can be performed in O(w) time, via three means: the conversion of the expression into its star normal form [2] , the lazy transition evaluation defined in [5] , or the elimination of the redundant follow links in the ZPCstructure [14, 11] . It leads to an O(w 2 ) construction of the table. Moreover, the computation of δ(X, a), where X is an arbitrary set of states, is performed in O(w 2 ) time using the table.
4 The ZPC-structure of a regular expression
The ZPC-structure is described in [14, 11] . It is made of two copies of the syntax tree and of a collection of links connecting their nodes and implementing the computation of the F irst, Last and F ollow sets of the subexpressions of E.
Definition of the ZPC-structure
where '$' and '#' are symbols not in Σ, and let Pos(E 0 ) = {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , ..., x w , x w+1 }, with h(x 0 ) = '$' and h(x w+1 ) = '#', be the set of positions of E 0 . The ZPC-structure of E is defined by: ZPC E = zpc(E 0 ); the inductive construction of zpc(E) is illustrated by Figure A. 1. Notice that the definition we give here is slightly different from the original one [14, 11] . The links used to compute the Last sets have been discarded, since our main goal is to design an efficient pattern matcher. The graphical presentation has been modified too, to facilitate the comparison with the Thompson ε-automaton. Let us give some indications concerning this construction. The two copies of the syntax tree of E 0 associated to the structure ZPC E are denoted by F irsts(E) and Lasts(E). If F is a subexpression of E 0 the corresponding node in F irsts(E) (resp. Lasts(E)) is denoted by ϕ F (resp. λ F ). As recalled below, the computation of δ(X, a) involves a bottom-up (resp. top-down) traversal of Lasts(E) (resp. F irsts(E)). Hence the following implementation of ZPC E , illustrated by Figure A. 3:
• an array lpositions of size w + 1, such that lpositions[k], k = 0 to w, is a pointer to the leaf λ x k associated to the position x k (notice it is not necessary to store a pointer to the leaf λ xw+1 );
• for a node λ in Lasts(E):
-a pointer lparent to the parent node; if λ is the root of a tree in the forest Lasts(E) then lparent(λ) is set to NULL,
-a pointer f ollow, from the son of a node ' * ' in Lasts(E) (resp. the left son of a node '·') to its copy in F irsts(E) (resp. the right son of its copy),
-a boolean notvisited initialized to true before any δ(X, a) computation;
• an array f roots of size s, such that f root[i] is a pointer to the root of a tree in the forest F irsts(E);
• for a node ϕ of F irsts(E):
-the pointers f lef tson and f rightson deduced from the syntax tree,
-the pointers f begin, f end and f next used to compute F irst(ϕ),
-an integer f tree, which is the index of the tree the node ϕ belongs to;
• for each leaf associated to a position: the character symbol and the integer f rank associated to the position.
Complexity of the construction of ZPC E
The forests F irsts(E) and Lasts(E) are generally drawn with distinct nodes. They can however be implemented with a shared set of s + 2 nodes. Each node is equipped with six pointers: f lef tson, f rightson, f begin, f end, lparent and f ollow, and three data: the booleans null and notvisited and the index f tree. Moreover, each of the w + 1 leaves of F irsts(E) is equipped with two data: the pointer f next and the character symbol. Lastly, the size of the array lpositions is equal to w + 1, and the size of the array f roots, which is less than the number of operators '·', is bounded by s if E is an arbitrary expression, and by w if E is reduced. Hence the following proposition:
Proposition 2 Let e be the space taken up by the structure ZPC E . If the expression is an arbitrary one, we have e ≤ 8s + 3w. If the expression is a reduced one, we have e ≤ 7s + 4w and 18w < e < 46w.
As far as the time is concerned, the computation of the boolean null must be taken in account. Conversely, some pointers are only computed for a subset of the set of nodes: the overall number of non-null f lef tson and f rightson pointers added with the number of trees in the forest F irsts(E) is equal to s − 1, and the pointers f ollow are only generated by the '·' and ' * ' nodes. According to Proposition 1, the overall number of operators '·' and ' * ', and thus of non-null f ollow pointers, is bounded by 3w − 2. Lastly, the computation of each pointer is in O(1) time. Under the hypothesis H 1 , we get the following proposition:
Proposition 3 Let t be the time taken up by the construction of the structure ZPC E . If the expression is an arbitrary one, we have t ≤ 7s + 3w. If the expression is a reduced one, we have t ≤ 7s and 14w < t < 42w.
Computation of δ(X, a)
The computation of the δ(X, a) sets on a ZPC-structure is examined in [4] . Since the position automaton is homogeneous, δ(X, a) can be obtained in O(w) time from δ(X) = a∈Σ δ(X, a), according to the formula:
Moreover, the set Y = δ(X) can be computed by the following algorithm:
Algorithm deltaZPC :
• Step 1: Compute the set Λ of nodes λ in Lasts(E) such that Last(λ) ∩ X = ∅ and there exists a f ollow link exiting from node λ.
• Step 2: Compute the set Φ of nodes ϕ in F irsts(E) such that there exists a f ollow link in Λ entering in ϕ. The set Y = δ(X) is such that Y = ϕ∈Φ F irst(ϕ).
• Step 3: Deduce a set Φ from Φ so that the set Y is computed according to the formula: Y = ϕ∈Φ F irst(ϕ).
Let us take for instance the expression E = ((a · (a + b + ε)) * · b) * and consider the structure ZPC E of Figure A. 3. Assuming that X = {a 1 , b 4 }, the following sets are computed: Λ = {λ 5 , λ 4 , λ 3 , λ 2 , λ 1 }, Φ = {ϕ 6 , ϕ 4 , ϕ 11 , ϕ 2 , ϕ # }, Φ = {ϕ 6 , ϕ 2 , ϕ # } and Y = {a 1 , a 2 , b 3 , b 4 , #}.
Complexity of the computation of δ(X, a)
Let us examine the complexity of of the Algorithm deltaZPC. Let L X be the set of the roots of the trees in Lasts(E) containing at least one node of Λ. For all λ in L X , λ X is defined as the partial subtree rooted in λ and made of all the paths going from λ to the leaves labelled by a position in X. Similarly, let F X be the set of the roots of the trees in F irsts(E) containing at least two nodes of Φ. For all ϕ in F X , ϕ X is defined as the partial subtree rooted in ϕ and obtained by deletion of the subtrees rooted in a node belonging to Φ. The number of edges in λ X (resp. ϕ X ) is denoted by |λ X | (resp. |ϕ X |). The size of the set Λ (resp. Φ) is bounded by the number f X of f ollow links. Hence the following proposition: Proposition 4 Under the hypothesis H 1 , the computation time of the different steps of the Algorithm deltaZPC is the following:
Let us remark that the 2 coefficient in t 1 is due to the necessary initialization of the boolean notvisited before each δ(X, a) computation. In Step 3, if a F irsts(E) tree exactly contains one node of Φ, this node is straightforwardly added to Φ . The computation of F irst(ϕ), for all ϕ in Φ , visits the two edges f begin(ϕ) and f end(ϕ). The size of Φ is bounded by the size of Φ. Moreover the computation of Y as a disjoint union implies to visit |Y | ≤ w + 1 f next edges. Hence the bound on the time t 3 .
The i-automaton of a regular expression
In an ε-automaton, instantaneous transitions, i.e. transitions on the empty word ε, are allowed. Thompson has designed in [12] the construction of an ε-automaton recognizing the language of a given expression. We here present the definition of the i-automaton of an expression, a variant of the Thompson ε-automaton. The interest of the i-automaton is that its structure is closely related to the syntax tree of the expression, which makes the comparison to the ZPC-structure more obvious.
Definition of the i-automaton
The i-automaton (Q, Σ, i E , t E , δ i ) of the expression E is defined inductively by the schemas of Figure A. 2, where the unlabelled edges correspond to ε-transitions. For each subexpression F of E, the inductive construction produces the two states i F and t F . The set of states of the i-automaton is the union of the set of states i F and of the set of states t F .
Properties of the i-automaton
Let us first notice that the Thompson ε-automaton can be viewed as an optimization of the i-automaton: in the case E = F · G, Thompson merges the states i E and i F , as well as the states t E and t G . The properties we state for i-automata in the following are well-known properties of Thompson ε-automata.
Let us recall that an ε-path is a path where all the edges are labelled by ε. The ε-closure of a state q, denoted by ε(q), is the set of the states which are accessible from q by an ε-path. The set of the states from which q can be reached by an ε-path is denoted by ε −1 (q). The relationship between the i-automaton and the position automaton is stated by the following proposition, whose proof is by induction on the size of E.
Proposition 5 Let Pos(E) = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x p } be the set of positions of E and (Q, Pos(E), i E , t E , δ i ) be the i-automaton of E. Let I (resp. T ) the set of states i x k (resp. t x k ) generated by the expressions x k . The following properties hold:
1. N ull(E) is equal to {ε} if and only if there exists an ε-path from i E to t E ,
F irst(E)
= ε(i E ) ∩ I, 3. Last(E) = ε −1 (t E ) ∩ T , 4. F ollow(E, x k ) = {x | i x ∈ ε(t x k )}, 5. δ(x k , a) = {x | t x ∈ δ i (ε(t x k ) ∩ I, a)}.
Complexity of the construction of the i-automaton
An i-automaton can be represented by a table with 2s entries. Each state (except t E ) is the origin either of one symbol-transition, or of one or two ε-transitions. Moreover, the computation of each transition is in O(1) time. Therefore, the space and time taken up by the construction of the table are equal to 4s. More precisely, according to Proposition 1, and under the hypothesis H 1 , it can be proved that the time is bounded by 15w when the expression is reduced. Moreover, due to the fact that the number of edges going out of a state is bounded by 2, the computation of the set δ(X, a) is performed in O(s) time.
6 ZPC-structure vs. i-automaton
We now use the fact that the i-automaton is deduced from the syntax tree of the expression to show similarities and differences with the ZPC-structure.
The structure of the i-automaton
Let I E and T E be two copies of the syntax tree of E. Let X I (resp. X T ) be the set of nodes of I E (resp. T E ). Let G E = (U, V, Σ ∪ {ε}) be a labelled digraph such that U = X I ∪ X T and V is obtained from the set Γ I of the edges ilef tson and irightson of I E , the set Γ T of the edges tparent of T E and the following sets:
1. E 1 : the set of the edges irightson in I E with a node '·' as origin,
2. E 2 : the set of the edges tparent in T E associated to the tlef tson edge of a node '·', 3. E 3 : the set of the edges from the son of a node ' * ' in T E to its copy in I E , 4. E 4 : the set of the edges from the left son of a node '·' in T E to the right son of its copy in I E , 5. E 5 : the set of the edges from a node ' * ' in I E to its copy in T E , 6. E 6 : the set of the edges from a leaf (symbol, empty word) in I E to its copy in T E .
We have:
. All the edges are labelled by ε except the symbol-edges of E 6 . The set V can be computed through a traversal of the syntax tree. The following proposition is a direct consequence of the inductive definition of the i-automaton.
Proposition 6
The graph G E is isomorphic to the state graph of the i-automaton of E.
The comparison between G E and ZPC E yields the following similarities:
1. Identical sets of nodes (as far as ZPC E is defined on two distinct copies).
2. Identical sets of edges connecting the second copy to the first one: the set E 3 ∪ E 4 in G E is equivalent to the set of f ollow links in ZPC E .
3. Closely related sets of syntactic edges:
(a) the sets of ilef tson edges and of f lef tson edges are equivalent, (b) the set of tparent edges is equivalent to the set of lparent edges minus the edges (λ F , λ E ) in the case E = F · G ∧ N ull(G) = {ε}, (c) the set of irightson edges is equivalent to the set of f rightson edges minus the edges (
On the other hand, the main differences are the following:
1. The handling of the positions: in G E , each leaf of I E associated to a position is connected to the corresponding leaf of T E by an edge labelled by the associated symbol. In ZPC E , the array lpositions provides the addresses of the leaves associated to the positions (which are shared by F irsts(E) and Lasts(E)).
2.
The processing of the nullable subexpressions: in G E , a subexpression F is nullable if and only if there exists at least one ε-path from i F to t F . The existence of such a path is related to the ε-edges connecting ε-leaves in I E to the corresponding leaves in T E , and by the edges of the set E 5 coming from the processing of the starred expressions. In ZPC E , the boolean null(F ) is computed for each subexpression F .
3. The computation of the set F irst(F ), for F a non-nullable expression of E: in G E , we have:
implies the exploration of the subtree of I E rooted in i F . In ZPC E , F irst(F ) is directly computed from the pointers f begin et f end associated to F and from f next links.
Complexity of the construction of G E and ZPC E
The two constructions are in O(s) space and time. The following table makes this result more precise, by giving the space taken by each structure, and the construction time under the hypothesis H 1 . The input is either an arbitrary expression, or a reduced one. Identical assumptions have been made to evaluate the complexity of the two constructions (cf. Propositions 2 and 3). 8s + 3w 10w < e < 26w 18w < e < 46w time 4s + 2w 7s + 3w 6w < t < 17w 14w < t < 42w
The construction of ZPC E is about two times more expensive than the construction of G E . The question is to know whether the additional information it computes allows a fairly large speedup of δ(X, a) sets computation or not.
Computation of δ(X, a)
The comparison of the operations performed to compute the sets δ(X, a) in G E and in ZPC E is made possible by the following proposition:
Proposition 7 Let ρ and ρ be two nodes in the same forest of ZPC E and let r and r be the corresponding nodes in G E . The following properties are equivalent:
1. There exists a path from ρ to ρ .
2. There exists an ε-path from r to r .
Proof. Let us first verify that the property holds in Lasts(E) and T E . The critical case is when F = G · H and N ull(H) = {ε}. In this case, there exists a link lparent from λ G to λ F and no link tparent from t G to t F . However, there exists a f ollow link from t G to i H and a tparent link from t H to i F . Moreover, there exists an ε-path from i H to t H since N ull(H) = {ε}. Finally, there exists an ε-path from t G to t F . It can be proved in a similar way that if there exists a link f rightson from ϕ F to ϕ H in F irsts(E) and no link irightson from i F to i H in I E , then there exists an ε-path from i F to i H . • The ε-path (t 5 , i 6 , i 8 , i 10 , t 10 , t 8 , t 6 , t 4 ) acts as the lparent link (λ 5 , λ 4 ).
• The ε-path (i 2 , i 3 , t 3 , i 11 ) acts as the f rightson link (ϕ 2 , ϕ 11 ).
• There exists no ε-path from t 3 to t 2 and no lparent link from λ 3 to λ 2 .
• There exists no ε-path from i 4 to i 6 and no f rightson link from ϕ 4 to ϕ 6 .
Finally, the computation of δ(X, a) in G E amounts to compute sets which are equivalent to Λ, Φ and Y sets, as in the Algorithm deltaZPC , and with the following complexity:
• Step 1: The number of visited edges is greater in T E than in Lasts(E) due to the ε-paths which act as lparent or f rightson links.
• Step 3:
-Since the boolean notvisited is used in I E , each edge must be visited a second time due to a necessary re-initialization step.
-If a tree in F irsts(E) contains only one node ϕ of Φ, thenF irst(ϕ) is obtained directly from the pointers f begin(ϕ) and f end(ϕ) and from the f next linking. On the opposite, the corresponding subtree in I E is explored.
-If a tree in F irsts(E) contains at least two nodes of Φ, the subsets of edges of this tree respectively visited in each structure are complementary.
This comparison can be summarized as follows:
The average computation time of δ(X, a) is smaller when performed on the structure ZPC E than on the structure G E ; the ratio between the average number of edges visited in F irsts(E) and in I E is equal to 2/3.
The forest-structure of an expression
From now on, we assume that E is a reduced expression and that f is the number of follow links. Figure A .5 illustrates the construction of F E , the forest-structure of the expression E = ((a · (a + b + ε)) * · b) * . The structure F E is derived from ZPC E by the following optimizations:
• A new handling of occurrences of the empty word: We only consider reduced expressions, and we introduce a unary operator ' ' which is such that: N ull(F ) = {ε}, F irst(F ) = F irst(F ), Last(F ) = Last(F ) and, ∀x ∈ Pos(F ), F ollow(F , x) = F ollow(F, x), and F is substituted to each occurrence of F + ε and ε + F . Since there are no longer leaves associated to the empty word, the pointers f begin and f end are necessarily non-null, hence a faster computation. Moreover the size of a reduced expression is now bounded by 4w − 2.
• A compression of the forests F irsts(E) and Lasts(E): The forest Lasts(E) (resp. F irsts(E)) is compressed so that only the heads (resp. the tails) of f ollow links are kept. This processing leads to the following properties:
1. the compressed forests do not necessarily share the same set of nodes, 2. the number of sons of a node may be more than 2, 3. in each forest, the number of nodes is equal to f and the number of leaves is bounded by w + 1.
Finally, we get the following evaluation for the construction of a foreststructure:
Proposition 9 Let e (resp. t) be the space (resp. time) taken up by the construction of the F E structure. We have: e and t are approximatively equal to 7f + 3w and 3w < e, t < 24w. Proposition 9 holds under the same assumptions as for the analysis of the structures G E and ZPC E . Moreover, the Algorithm deltaZPC can be readily made suitable for a F E structure. Due to the reduction of the size of the forests, the computation of a δ(X, a) set is faster on F E than on ZPC E .
Conclusion and perspectives
The comparative analysis of the structures G E , ZPC E and F E has been conceived as a preliminary work to their implementation and to an experimental study of the performances. For the construction step, the main results are the following: Table 2 : Complexity of the G E , ZPC E and F E structures.
reduced expression G E ZPC E F E space 10w < e < 26w 18w < e < 46w 3w < e < 24w time 6w < t < 17w 14w < t < 42w 3w < t < 24w
Concerning the computation of the δ(X, a) sets, we have shown that the structure ZPC E is more efficient in average than G E . Moreover the structure F E is expected to be more efficient than ZPC E , since its forests have a smaller size. 
